
Search Engine Optimization 
The Basic Concepts and Strategies



Overview

Most website owners have heard about Search Engine 
Optimization (SEO), and they know it’s important.

However, many people who have websites do not fully understand what SEO means. 
Search Engine Optimization is the ability of a website to show up when someone is 
searching for a particular topic online. 

Search Engine Optimization is typically associated with “ranking” of websites through 
“organic” searches. For example, if you have a “page ranking” of “3” for the topic “Indiana 
Financial Planner,” your ranking means that your website is displayed as the “3rd choice“ 
on the search results page (e.g., on Google, Yahoo, etc.).

In this White Paper, we will explain some of the many fundamentals of SEO. 
You will learn how to properly use SEO practices to give your business website much better 
visibility (page ranking) when people are searching on the Internet for the products and 
services you offer. 
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Terminology You Need to Know
Before you can begin using SEO strategies to improve your website’s visibility in search 
engines, you need to understand some important terminology. Below are some basic 
definitions:

Metadata

Metadata are HTML Tags not visible on the web pages on your website. Although these 
Tags are “hidden” in the background of your website, search engines use them to capture, 
archive, and record important information about each page on your website. Metatags, 
therefore, summarize the content users can find on each webpage – a sort of shorthand 
for the search engines. Metadata typically fall into three categories: Page Titles, 
Page Descriptions, and Keywords. 
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Page Titles

A Page Title is a meta tag that gives a “name, subject, or title” to an individual 
webpage. Page Titles are typically key phrases or a sentence that summarizes what 
content can be found on the webpage. 

People searching on the Internet can see Page Titles. These Page-Title meta tags 
are typically the hyperlinks displayed on the Results Page for search engines. 

See the example below:

Also, Page Titles are visible to Internet users on individual “tabs” in your internet browser. 

Page Titles are among the most important meta tags you will have on 
your website. Search engines archive your website based on the Page Titles 
from your individual web pages. 

As you analyze or design your website, pay close attention to how well your Page Titles suit 
your marketing needs. In a sense, think of your Page Title as a title of a novel. You want 
your title to stand out while representing the entire book’s message or theme. 
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Page Descriptions

A Page Description is a short paragraph (160 characters or less) that 
summarizes the content on a webpage. These Page Descriptions also show up in 
search results. 

Please see the example below. 

Your Page Description should provide a brief synopsis of the content on your webpage 
while intriguing an Internet “searcher” to click on the link to that website on the search 
results page. Your description should be simple, easy to understand, and straight to the 
point. You might think of your page description as the “teaser” found on the back of a 
novel. You want to entice the reader to open up your “book” (webpage) and begin reading!

Keywords and Key Phrases

Keywords are the words you think are most important in describing your 
webpage. Keywords are ONE word only. Typically, your keywords should be actual 
words found on your webpage. For example, if one of the web pages on your website is 
about “Annuities,” one of your keywords should be “annuity.” 
 
You can also have key phrases in your meta tags. Key Phrases consist of two 
or more words. Key Phrases are important strings of words you use on your 
webpage. For example, if you mention on your webpage, “fixed streams of retirement 
income,” you might want to use the Key Phrase, “retirement income.” Search engines 
look at your Keywords to see if they match the content on the webpage itself. That’s why 
it is best to use Keywords from the content of your webpage. The more consistency you 
have, the better.
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Inbound Links

Inbound links are links from OTHER websites TO YOUR website. 

Search engines look to see how many websites have links to your website, because it tells 
search engines that you have valuable content for people to look at. Having Inbound Links 
helps increase your “Page Ranking” associated with your website. 

Page Ranking 

Page Ranking places a value on your website. 

Typically, the higher your Page Ranking, the higher your website will appear in search 
results. For example, consider “CNN Money.” Dozens of websites link to news articles 
found on CNN Money. Typically, the more links you have to your website, the better. 
However, here is one important warning!

YOU ONLY WANT RELEVANT WEBSITES LINKING TO YOURS

Search engines know about companies that submit (link) your website to thousands of 
other websites. This is called “Link Farming,” and it’s NOT a good thing! Search Engines, 
such as Google, will place a negative value on your website, thus giving you a poor Page 
Ranking. Link Farming is considered “cheating” in the Internet world for SEO. So, if 
some company offers you this service, please tread cautiously! More often than not, it is 
probably a scam that could negatively affect your SEO efforts. 

Inbound Links also carry “weight”. For example, if you have an inbound link from 
a website with a Page Ranking of 1, it will not increase your page ranking as much as 
a website with a Page Ranking of 9. The page ranking scale is from 0-10, 10 being the 
highest. CNN Money would have a Page Rank of 9 for example, while a newly developed 
website will have a page rank of 0 or 1. 
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ORGANIC Search Results Versus PAID Search Results

Organic Search Results are websites appearing naturally on Google for a 
specific topic. For example, the websites that are listed on Results Page 1 are deemed 
relevant by Google to the corresponding search topic. Please look at the picture below.

The Organic Search Result is circled in RED, which means that the website listed 
appears for the word “Annuity” naturally … thus is an organic search result.
 
Paid Searches are the exact opposite of Organic Searches. In the picture above, 
the Paid Search Results are circled in YELLOW. The websites circled above in yellow 
paid to be placed in the search results for the word “Annuity.” 

You want your website to appear “organically” in search results, because 
appearing organically is much stronger than paid advertisements. Also, these 
Organic listings are free!
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Ask yourself these questions:
1. What do I want to accomplish with my website?

2. What keywords and key phrases are my clients and prospects 
searching for?

3. Where do I want my website to appear in search results?

4. Do I want my business to be easy to find? Or do I want to 
appear in more general searches? (For Example, John Smith 
Retirement Searches OR Indianapolis Financial Professional – 
John Smith)

5. What Page Titles and Page Descriptions do my competitors use 
for their websites? 
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Basic SEO 
Strategies
Now that you know some of 
the terminology, you can begin 
implementing some SEO tactics. 
First, you should determine what 
your goals are with your website 
and then begin to develop an 
SEO Strategy.
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Have Good Metadata

Next, spend some time carefully writing your Metadata. You want your Page Titles, Page 
Descriptions, and Keywords to be unique to your marketing efforts. 

Create Social Media Sites for 
your Business Profiles

Social media offer many benefits, but one of the most 
important is the ability to place a link from your Social 
Media Profile to your business website. You should 
create a LinkedIn Profile for both your business and 
yourself. You also should create Facebook and Google+ 
Profiles. Doing these three simple activities will give your website three inbound links. So, 
it’s a good start. 

Write on a Blog to gain 
Inbound links

You know those social media profiles you just 
created? Place “posts” on all of your profiles 
that link to your blog posts. Social Media allow for 
information to be shared very easily. If people “follow” 
you on LinkedIn or Facebook, they will be notified, automatically, in their “news feeds” 
whenever you make a post. Also, they can easily share your post with their contacts. 

As you can see, blogging gives you the opportunity to build and build your automatic list 
of contacts or followers. However, it does take some time and effort to incorporate Social 
Media into your business practices. 
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Get Business Listings on Search Engine Maps

If you have an office outside of your home where you conduct business, you need to get 
listed on Google Places, Yahoo Business Directory, and Map Quest. This will allow your 
clients to find your office with their “smart phones.” On your Business Profile, you can 
place a link that goes to your website. It’s another layer of “webiness.” The reason why 
the Internet is referred to as the “web” is because of how the Internet intertwines 
websites together. 

Create Profiles in Online Directories

As a financial professional, you should create a profile in on online directories such as 
Manta.com, Yelp.com, YellowPages.com, Local.com, local.yahoo.com, Angies’ List, and 
CitySearch.com. Not only can you place links to your website on these profiles, but you 
have a chance to get good reviews from clients you have worked with. Good testimonials 
can really help convert a prospect into a client.

THINGS YOU SHOULD DO and 
THINGS YOU SHOULDN’T DO

Page Titles – Things You SHOULD DO:

1. Make DIFFERENT Page Titles for EVERY Webpage on your website
2. Use keywords and key phrases found on the webpage itself to make up the Page 

Title. Search Engines notice that your page titles include keywords and key phrases 
found on the web pages themselves. This tells the search engines that the Page 
Title matches the “content” on the webpage. 

3. Be a little specific – use “John Smith Retirement Services” for your “homepage” 
Page Title INSTEAD OF “Indiana Retirement Planner.” Your prospects are probably 
going to type in “John Smith” into Google instead of a general search. 
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Page Titles – Things You SHOULDN’T DO:

1. Have the SAME Page Title on EVERY webpage. 
2. The Page Title doesn’t include any keywords from the webpage’s content.
3. Be too general – For example, using “Retirement Planning Services” for your 

Homepage Page Title. It’s too general of a page title and will be lost “in the abyss.” 
“Retirement Planning Services” is so general that the competition for Page Rankings 
is very high. Therefore, you will not place in a prominent position on Google. 

Page Descriptions – Things You SHOULD DO:

1. Make DIFFERENT Page Descriptions for EVERY Webpage on your website.
2. Use keywords and key phrases found on the webpage itself.
3. Make sure your descriptions are clear and concise – 160 characters or less. 
4. Use the page description to intrigue people to click on your link in the search 

results. For example, give an interesting fact or concept that is found on the 
webpage. You want your page description to stick out from “competitors.”

Page Descriptions – Things You SHOULDN’T DO:

1. Have the SAME Page Description on EVERY webpage. 
2. The Page Description doesn’t include any keywords or key phrases from the 

webpage’s content.
3. Make your Page Descriptions too long. 

So, there you go! A few suggestions that we guarantee will help you improve 
your website’s effectiveness. 

If you are still confused or need further discussion about SEO 
Basics – or anything else that helps promote your business – 
please don’t hesitate to give us a call: 1-877-844-0900!  

“Until Next Time … Good Selling!”
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